
 

Faculty and Staff Hiring Policy 

Lawrence University is committed to providing equal access and opportunity to qualified individuals of 

all backgrounds. Accordingly, procedures outlined in this policy facilitate equal employment and 

advancement opportunities, which will in turn ensure the highest quality education and work 

environment.  

The primary objectives of this policy are to recruit well-qualified and diverse applicant pools; assess 

applicants in a timely, fair and transparent manner; and treat applicants in an unbiased, respectful and 

equitable way in order to select the best candidates to help achieve the mission of Lawrence University.  

This policy operationalizes the University’s commitment to an open and competitive hiring process. 

However, on rare occasions, an abbreviated process may be justified. Some of these include temporary 

emergency hires, promotions, dual career and opportunity hires. In these circumstances, a request for 

an exception must be submitted in writing to the Director of Human Resources and the Vice President 

for Diversity and Inclusion for approval.   

Initiating a Search 

When a hiring manager is considering beginning a new search, they will contact the Office of Human 

Resources (HR) to request that a Diversity Point Person (DPP) be assigned to assist with the process. 

Prior to beginning a search, hiring managers will work with staff in HR and their DPP to draft or update a 

job description for the position in order to establish the classification and salary range. If there is a need 

to waive the standard hiring process, the hiring manager will submit a proposal for an exception. Finally, 

the hiring manager will complete the electronic search approval process that initiates and posts job 

openings in the PeopleAdmin system.       

Recruitment 

All positions will be publicly posted for a minimum of 5 business days. Most will need to be posted 

longer. In consultation with the DPP the head of a search will create a plan to recruit widely and 

aggressively for each open position. Simply posting the position on the HR website or in one publication 

is not sufficient. All advertisements for jobs must include information about the university’s 

commitment to creating a more inclusive campus and the desire to hire individuals who will contribute 

to these efforts. Advertisements will also include a priority deadline or best-consideration date. All 

applicants who apply by that date will receive a full review for the position. Applicants will apply 

electronically using the PeopleAdmin system. For additional strategies for conducting an inclusive search 

and recruiting a diverse applicant pool, refer to the Diversity Hiring Guidelines 

(https://www.lawrence.edu/info/offices/diversity-and-inclusion/policies-and-procedures/diversity-

hiring-guidelines).        

https://www.lawrence.edu/info/offices/diversity-and-inclusion/policies-and-procedures/diversity-hiring-guidelines
https://www.lawrence.edu/info/offices/diversity-and-inclusion/policies-and-procedures/diversity-hiring-guidelines


Screening 

Hiring managers and search committees must uniformly apply pre-developed job related criteria to all 

applicants and provide a written record of this process. The review will include one person from outside 

of the hiring department.     

Certification of the Pool 

Before interviews are conducted by phone, virtually or in person, the pool of candidates must be 

certified. The DPP will request a summary of the demographics of the people who have applied for the 

position (in a manner that does not identify the names of individual candidates) from HR. After 

reviewing the data with the hiring manager and/or chair of the committee, when both agree the pool is 

sufficiently diverse, the DPP will submit a brief report explaining how they think the pool reflects the 

demographics of possible qualified applicants in the region, nation, or discipline/training area to Office 

of Diversity and Inclusion for certification. If the pool is not certified, the DPP will work with the search 

committee to more widely disseminate the job advertisement.    

 

Selection  

The hiring manager makes the final hiring decision based on job criteria, assessment and feedback 

gained through the screening process. This decision cannot be appealed. At the end of the search, the 

DPP will submit a final report outlining recruitment strategies and candidate pool demographics, the 

screening and selection process and any additional reflections that will help improve future search 

proceedings.  

Anyone with questions regarding the search process should contact Lawrence’s Office of Human 

Resources. Any candidate who believes they have been discriminated against for reasons prohibited by 

state or federal law or university policy should contact the Office of Diversity and Inclusion.      
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